Abstract
INTRODUCTION
3-D integration is a promising technology for designing highperformance, low-power systems by stacking multiple integrated circuit dies and connecting them at the circuit level with conductive posts. While the history of 3-D technology can be traced back to 1978, it is not yet a mainstream technology, and there are not yet standard protocols and paradigms for composing circuits. Most current efforts are at the electro-mechanical level of getting 3-D to work efficiently and cost effectively.
We use the term computation plane to refer to a commodity processor die, and we use the term control plane to refer to an additional die, containing customized security functions, that is joined to the computation plane. Since the computation plane must be able to function correctly in the absence of the control plane, circuit-level primitives, described in Section 2.2, are used in conjunction with the posts for communication between the planes. We describe basic classes of 3-D "applications" that can be constructed. However, a first order consideration when building composite secure systems is whether or not the security properties of individual components are preserved under their composition. A classic example is running a "secure" application on an insecure operating system, in which the security properties of the application may be undermined by the OS.
Key aspects of secure composition are self-protection and dependency layering among components. Thus, trustworthy 3-D design requires making smart choices about the use of resources, I/O, and power in order to limit dependencies and ensure the protection of key components. The question addressed by this paper is, "Can a 3-D control plane provide useful secure services when it is conjoined with an untrustworthy computation plane?" Design-level investigation of this question yields a definite yes. This paper explores 3-D applications and their dependencies, and presents general solutions to resolve these dependencies such that secure 3-D applications and services can be presented from the control plane, taking into account the tradeoffs of each solution.
BACKGROUND
Developing customized trustworthy processors is costly to the consumer, largely because there is not a large base of customers over which to amortize the costs. The relatively small market also means that custom designed, trustworthy hardware components are likely to lag their commercial counterparts in performance and other expensive cuttingedge features. Thus, it is attractive for builders of trustworthy systems to use the latest, high-performance, low-cost commercial processors, except where they lack the desired security features that may be available in slower and more costly custom processors. In other words, because of the security shortcomings of commercial processors -e.g., most are manufactured in other countries -critical systems like the Space Shuttle are limited to using components that have lower performance than the gaming consoles used by consumers. We believe that 3-D integration offers the potential of shifting the economics of trustworthy system development, while providing greater design flexibility, to solve this conundrum.
3-D Basics
Circuit-level 3-D integration is a promising technology for manufacturing integrated circuits [4, 5] . Two or more chip dies are manufactured separately and then bonded together in a vertical stack. Posts, which can be created before or after bonding, provide connections between selected points in the two circuits and carry power and data between them at high bandwidth and ultra-low latency. "Going vertical" reduces the distance between two points of the combined circuit, allowing more transistors to be placed closer to each other. The reduced global interconnect length, and the option to parallelize communication through the use of parallel posts, provides the means to increase the performance and energy efficiency of the design. In addition, the manufacturing technology of each layer can be optimized for different requirements, e.g., in terms of feature size and verification techniques.
The control plane can be fabricated separately (e.g., in a trusted foundry) from the commodity computation plane, offering several advantages. A different lithography process can be used, e.g., 500nm for the control plane vs. 90nm for the commodity computation plane, or vice-versa, depending on performance and economic factors, e.g., using 500nm for a custom die is much cheaper than using the latest technology. The control plane can be subjected to more rigorous design and control practices, based on the customer's needs, than the commodity design of the computation plane. Subsequent security evaluation of the control plane can be independent of the security evaluation of the computation plane. Finally, implementing services in the control plane supports a "layering" design discipline as a way of assuring correct dependencies.
Separating policy enforcement mechanisms (i.e., the trusted computing base, or TCB) from the computation mechanisms (i.e., the target of enforcement) is a fundamental principle in the engineering of trustworthy systems but is a doubleedged sword: while a compromise of the non-security system functionality is isolated from the security mechanisms, the adversary can target the security functionality more easily, which is less obscured than it would be entangled with the code and circuitry. Since our security design does not depend on its obscurity we find the advantages of separation to be more compelling.
We leverage these 3-D advantages to offer enhanced security in commodity hardware. The basic approach is to slightly modify the design of an existing integrated circuit so that it can accept connections from an optional layer called the control plane, without significantly increasing the complexity or cost of the commodity layer, called the computation plane. This provides the framework with which the functions, economics, and complexity of security features can be isolated from the underlying computing hardware, and can be managed as customer-selectable fabrication options. Similar to co-processors, the lineage (e.g., venue of manufacture) and developmental assurance of the control plane are also separated from the computation plane.
The interface between a processor and a traditional coprocessor is limited to the established I/O buses and ports, and the long distance severely limits bandwidth and latency. On the other hand, with 3-D integration, the control plane can observe and modify any element in the computation plane at its native granularity, effectively creating interfaces to the computation plane at the selected points in the circuitry, and the physical proximity can provide much higher bandwidth and throughput to the computation plane than can co-processors.
In summary, the key advantages of 3-D integration are (1) high bandwidth and low latency; (2) direct, granular access to chip features; and (3) controlled lineage (e.g., use of a trusted foundry). Additionally, we find the following general advantages: (4) the ability to change the economics of developing critical systems; (5) application-specific security enhancements to commodity hardware; (6) the ability to decouple security and non-security functionality; (7) the ability to create "interfaces" to the commodity processor at chosen locations; (8) the ability to combine independently optimized dies into a single stack; and (9) the ability to reduce delay by locating electrical functions on the control plane close to their counterparts on the computation plane. In addition, all hardware security approaches share the advantages that, when they are designed to do so, they have the ability to operate below the lowest level of the software stack in terms of privilege and dependency; and they can impose strong spatial separation on the software components.
However, 3-D integration is not without cost. The primary issues at this time are thermal and design expense. Pushing integrated circuits into three dimensions naturally adds a vector of heat, and various research efforts [36] are investigating how to deal with thermal concerns, including advanced external heat sinks and internal through-silicon vias (TSVs) dedicated to cooling. Also, the design of the commodity computation plane must be analyzed for the optimal placement of posts, and then it must be modified to accommodate the optional control plane.
Other potential problems with 3-D are that some yield loss can occur when joining dies together; although the increase in the cost of fabricating the modified computation plane is marginal. As with any new hardware solution, the designer also bears the brunt of describing how to bridge the semantic gap between low-level abstractions presented by hardware and the higher level semantics of how those abstractions are intended to be used in software.
In the following sections we describe circuit-level primitives 
Circuit Level Primitives
Five circuit-level primitives are defined for utilizing the conductive posts between the stacked dies [42] . These primitives form the lower-level building blocks of trustworthy 3-D design: disabling, tapping, rerouting, inserting, and overriding, as shown in Figure 1 :
• The disabling circuit can stop a signal in the computation plane from flowing, based on the control plane's command, which is sent through a dedicated post.
• The tapping circuit copies a signal from the computation plane to the control plane. Two posts are needed: one to carry the signal to the control plane and another for the command to connect the signal.
• The rerouting circuit combines tapping and disabling so that the original signal only goes to the control plane. Three posts are needed: two for the tapping and one for the disabling.
• The inserting circuit carries a signal from the control plane to a circuit on the computation plane. Two posts are needed: one for the signal itself and another for the command to connect the signal.
• The overriding circuit combines inserting and disabling, first disabling the original signal in the computation plane and then introducing a new signal from the control plane. Three posts are needed: one for the disabling and two for the inserting.
THREAT MODEL
Our threat model includes unintentional flaws in the hardware design of the computation plane and malicious software in the computation plane. The threats of hardware malicious inclusions, physical probing of the control plane, and compromising RF emanations are beyond the scope of this research (see Future Work).
Hardware Threats
An unintentional flaw in the hardware design of the computation plane is an example of a hardware vulnerability. Our threat model excludes malicious modifications to the design, known as hardware Trojans or Malicious Inclusions (MIs) [41] which could nullify self-protection of the control plane. Research in this area is discussed under Future Work, but here we assume that the computation plane is not able to selectively reconfigure itself in order to change its behavior.
Our threat model does not include physical tampering or probing of the control plane: we are not proposing the use of 3-D integration to provide physical tamper resistance. We also do not include the threat of side channel attacks arising from compromising radiofrequency (RF) emanations or analysis [27] . While it is conceivable that the control plane could be used to insert RF and power signals, that is not part of our current research. Furthermore, we do not address second order threats such as MI scenarios in which the posts themselves have been bypassed by MIs. Methods to address this threat are described as part of inspection, in future work.
Software Threats
In the insecure environment of the computation plane, malicious software resulting from compromised source code or compilers can also be executing.
SECURITY MODEL
Our premise is that, in a hostile execution environment, secure applications can be constructed if the application can be protected from attack and the application does not depend on any components of lesser trustworthiness. Selfprotection is a foundational concept in computer security: e.g., a security kernel would never call one of its applications. Applied to the 3-D context, self-protection requires that the designer not include interfaces that allow the computation plane to reach into the control plane. I.e., the designer must not place a post that allows the control plane to accept extraneous power (e.g., short-circuit or overvoltage), requests (e.g., overflowing buffers), or modifications.
Importance of Dependencies
It is well known that a component can be no more trusted than the components upon which it depends [28] since the dependency might be unfulfilled at any time. The design paradigm of dependency layering is used in complex systems to prevent looping and to ensure that the most trustworthy components are not undermined through dependence on less trustworthy components, which in the worst case, can reduce the trustworthiness of the entire system to that of the weakest element. Similarly, 3-D applications should not depend on the computation plane. In general, many control plane applications can be designed so as to not request service from, or wait on, the computation plane. Following this design constraint, and similar constraints for self protection, enables control applications to be secure in the presence of an insecure computation plane.
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Figure 2: Layered Dependencies
This approach is also used to build secure software, where the security kernel is not allowed to depend on its applications (see Figure 2 ). Looking at the analogous controlplane/computation-plane layered system it says: what point would it be to build 3-D services if the security of any result is limited by the security of the insecure computation plane? If the computation plane is responsible for providing some service on which the control plane depends, then the control plane may be subverted whenever the computation plane fails to fulfill its responsibilities. Another form of this same question, which is the central theme of this paper, is: is it possible to build any highly secure ("trustworthy") service on the control plane when there is a commercial-grade OS on the computation plane?
Dependency Properties
Several possible forms of dependency exist between planes. Traditional software dependencies include service, call, protection and resource creation/provision. Traditional hardware dependencies include computation, storage, and synchronization. We consider all of these traditional dependencies in the context of 3-D integrated hardware. If the control plane is dependent on the computation plane for power, then untrustworthy functionality could disrupt the supply of power to the control plane, preventing it from operating.
If the thermal characteristics of the two planes are not designed well, the control plane may depend on the computation plane not to overheat the control plane. The thermal challenges of 3-D integrated circuits are well-established [36] . Suppose that a 3-D system is designed such that the device stays within acceptable thermal parameters, provided that the computation plane stays within a given activity profile. In this scenario, the computation plane could perform a large amount of computation, exceeding thermal parameters and causing the chip to fail or even to melt. Even if temperature sensors included in the packaging shut off the entire chip if it gets too hot, the availability dependency still exists even though the chip is prevented from melting. Hadzic described an attack on FPGAs in which a malicious design would short-circuit the device, resulting in its selfdestruction [18] .
Service Dependency
In a service dependency, the control plane depends on the computation plane to provide a service, such as communication, including off-chip I/O, and synchronization. In an I/O dependency, the control plane depends on the computation plane to make available or insert data at an expected time or in an expected order. The confidentiality of this I/O can be eroded because untrustworthy logic in the computation plane could observe the traffic as it passes through the computation plane in violation of the security policy. Dependencies in which the malefactor has access to control plane data can also erode the integrity of communications, processing, and data. Continuing with the off-chip I/O example, untrustworthy logic in the computation plane could modify the traffic as it passes through the computation plane.
Synchronization between the two planes is the coordination of the activities of the two circuits so that they operate together as a unified system. The cooperation of the two dies may be essential to prevent them from interfering with each other. Timing and synchronization dependencies present significant challenges for the 3-D system designer, especially when the two planes are manufactured, using disparate technology, resulting in different electrical properties. Even if the two dies are manufactured using the same technology, re-routing a bus in the computation plane to the control plane presents obvious timing issues, such as the small delay caused by introducing posts into the critical path. Clearly, synchronization of the activities of the two dies is critical.
Call Dependency
In a call dependency, the control plane depends on the computation plane to perform a function, such as a mathematical function. This type of dependency can be mitigated by implementing the function (e.g., an ALU) in the control plane [15] rather than in the computation plane, or by validating the correctness of the computation that was performed in the computation plane with a checker unit in the control plane [3] . A computation dependency is the same as a call dependency, except that it is a term better suited for the hardware context. A computation dependency can be addressed by implementing the computation hardware in the 3-D control plane. If the computation plane performs operations on data belonging to the control plane, the potential exists for violating the security (integrity) policy.
Resource Creation and Provision, Contention
In a resource creation and provision dependency, the computation plane has a responsibility to create memory objects and tasks and to provision resources to the control plane appropriately. A contention dependency, on the other hand, is when a component depends on another component to not use up all of the resources. A storage dependency is a type of resource creation and provision dependency that is specific to memory, both on-chip and off-chip. Storage dependencies can be mitigated by implementing the storage in the control plane [8, 16, 29, 35 ].
3-D APPLICATION CLASSES
This section describes several classes of 3-D applications for the control plane having to do with observing, controlling, and servicing the processes executing on the computation plane. An inspector observes, tests, and reports on how the state of the processor and resource usage change over time, with high integrity. A conflict resolution manager observes the state of the processor and resource usage over time, and responds by altering certain of the subsequent related actions in order to avoid interference between actions or to prevent actions that would violate e.g. an access policy. A secure alternate service, or SAS provides a trustworthy enhancement or alternative alternate to the service provided in the computation plane. Earlier, we discussed six circuit primitives achievable with posts, with which the control plane communicates with the computation plane, enabling the various 3-D applications.
Native functions are normal features provided by the computation plane. The control plane can create applications for the measurement, enhancement, and control of (and alternative to) native functions. Measurement of native functions includes audit, performance profiling, and fault logging. Enhancement of native functions involves a reconfiguration or repackaging of a native function, including encryption of I/O or routing computation plane bus traffic through the control plane. An alternative to native functions (SAS) is an optional runtime choice (e.g., of the program or system) to use control plane features to communicate between computation cores or encrypt data, for example. Finally, control of native functions involves, for example, imposing a policy on the use of resources like devices (at the device or device address level) and memory (at different points in the memory hierarchy).
We describe three classes of 3-D applications based on their basic interactions with the computation plane: enhancer or provider of service, imposer of policy or other discipline, and observer of behavior. In addition, the 3-D application can, itself, request service from the computation plane, e.g., for access to resources, which is intrinsically an insecure operation, given an untrustworthy computation plane. In the following sections we describe examples from each class of 3-D application, and describe how each might be constructed to protect itself and to avoid dependencies on the computation plane.
Secure Alternate Service
An example of a secure alternate service is a cryptographic processor and secure storage implemented in the control plane, like a traditional coprocessor but with much higher bandwidth. Cryptographic keys and other valuable data can be stored and protected in the control plane. Other secure alternate services include computation logic (e.g, ALU, stack, etc.) and processor-core interconnect (e.g., bus and network-on-chip grids), which can be implemented in the control plane either as an addition or enhancement to existing mechanisms in the computation plane or as a duplicate but more highly assured service.
Examples
Examples of secure alternate service include cryptographic transform, key generation, memory cache, and secure general storage including keys. Placing a cryptographic coprocessor on the control plane is another example of a secure alternate service. The bandwidth between a traditional coprocessor connected at the board level to a CPU by a bus is much lower than the bandwidth possible between a crypto coprocessor implemented in the control plane and connected to the commodity computation plane by vertical posts [5, 4, 34] .
Cryptographic keys can reside on the control plane rather than in main memory or disk. Keys can be hard-wired, reprogrammable, or based on physical unclonable functions (PUFs) [39] . In addition to the storage of keys, other valuable data can be stored in the control plane rather than the computation plane. This alternate storage service can restrict access to the resource by using encryption where a request for data is accompanied by a key, or the control plane can restrict access by task ID or process ID, if that information is available to the control plane (e.g., through a post).
In addition to security advantages, implementing functionality in the control plane as an alternative to implementing it in the computation plane also offers benefits for fault tolerance for critical systems. Failure of a computational unit in the computation plane, detected by static tests or runtime checks, can trigger various responses such as shut down and the activation of an identical backup computational unit in the control plane. In the latter case, Circuit-level primitives are used to disable the unit in the computation plane and force signals to take a detour to the unit in the control plane. Designs for 3-D memory [8] , ALUs [15] , and reconfigurable logic [37] have been devised.
Design Example: Processor Interconnect
Another example of a secure alternate service is the implementation of multicore interconnect (e.g., bus or networkon-chip) in the control plane rather than the computation plane. The security policy may require that two cores be isolated, which may impact the design of the interconnect. Locating an alternate interconnect (which can consume a large percentage of on-chip real estate [10] ) in the control plane decouples the interconnect from the commodity design, allowing for the enforcement of an application-specific or dynamic isolation policy for a multi-core computation plane. For example, imposing a secure arbitration scheme on a bus, such as time division multiplexing or lattice scheduling [20] . For systems with many cores, network-on-chip (NoC) technology has been proposed [11] . Implementing the routers in the control plane allows for flexible, adaptable routing policies and has potential for reducing power usage and heat production on the computation plane. Kim et al. have proposed the use of 3-D integration for the implementation of NoC routers [25] .
Design Example: For our design example, we pick the simplest possible design: two CPU cores in the computation plane and a bus in the control plane. Each core is connected to the bus by tapping circuits (used for signals going from the cores in the computation plane to the bus in the control plane), and inserting circuits (used for signals going in the other direction). We can design our bus to enforce whatever security policy we wish, e.g., only enabling the bus at certain times or in certain directions (see Figure 3) . Several types of dependency are possible. For a particular bus protocol, a synchronization dependency can occur if the control plane is stuck waiting for a response from the computation plane. This can be mitigated by selecting a bus protocol that gracefully handles the case when a core is abusing the protocol. If the control plane is dependent on the computation plane for power or I/O, a denial of service could result. We discuss mitigation of the I/O and power dependencies in Future Work, e.g., for designs in which denial of service would be critical.
Computation Plane
Control
Isolation and Protection
Another category of control plane application actively overrides the computation plane to enforce some security policy, such as for access control 1 . In one form, this type of mechanism can eliminate points of interference 2 , such as the cache and branch prediction unit [1] . Disabling connections (e.g., "cutting" wires) to isolate or control the flow of information between cores in a multi-core computation plane (viz., per the reference monitor concept) also falls under this category.
"Points of interference" in the computation plane include architectural elements such as the cache and branch prediction units which are hardware features that the OS must securely multiplex among processors from different protection domains. 3-D control functions that actively override the connections to these shared resources can eliminate their misuse, for example, if one process can observe the cache use of another process, a covert channel can be established between them. A function in the control plane can eliminate this covert channel by overriding the computation plane such that each process is restricted to its designated region of the cache. Side channels have become a vexing problem as new points of interference are realized, e.g., in the cache or branch prediction unit. To solve this requires identification of all of the cut points required to isolate a processor, severing the ones that are not critical and saving and restoring the rest.
Design Example: Returning to our earlier design example, in the context of actively overriding the computation plane to enforce a security policy, we modify our design example slightly: now there is a bus in the computation plane connecting the two cores, and we wish to force the two cores to use the bus in the control plane that enforces our security policy. Instead of using tapping and inserting circuits as before, we use rerouting and overriding circuits. In an alternative scenario, the control plane just has logic for disabling the bus in the computation plane at certain times, according to the policy. In this case, we simply use disabling circuits.
Overriding on-chip interconnect presents significant timing issues. For example, if a signal is expected in a specific time frame, to resolve this issue, synchronization logic could be added to the control and computation planes. However, A synchronization dependency can occur when the control plane depends on the computation plane for synchronization primitives or for promptness or regularity with respect to the bus protocol. If the computation plane is able to interfere with the proper operation of the synchronization primitives (e.g., by slowing down), this can affect the correct operation of the control plane. This can be mitigated by providing the control plane with synchronization primitives that are not dependent on the computation plane.
Passive Monitoring
Another broad category of control plane application is that which passively monitors the computation plane. These applications may record various properties and values from the computation plane, but do not alter any data or behavior. Examples include auditing and information flow tracking [40, 9] , or computing and reporting a checksum on the architectural state of the computation plane to ensure a secure boot sequence, for example [17] . Passive monitoring can also be used to perform runtime checks on the computation plane for security and correctness, enhancing runtime self-tests of the processor and performance profiling.
Information Flow Tracking
A common form of information flow tracking associates a tag with each datum specifying its security attributes [9, 40] , and tracking logic, e.g., with shadow circuits, is used to follow data through the system. 3-D offers the advantage of relocating the shadow logic to a separate plane rather than attempting to cram everything into a single plane. 3-D integration also offers security advantages since the tags must be immutable. Implementing the tracking logic in the control plane provides better protection of the tags as compared with implementing the shadow logic in the computation plane, although capability architectures have used hardware support to protect the tags by preventing their modification as a distinct data type. Additionally, the control plane can be enhanced to actively respond to certain flow behaviors, by, e.g., stopping the process or preventing access to related data: forms of isolation and protection.
Runtime Correctness Checks
A testing application residing in the control plane can test for design flaws, malicious inclusions, or manufacturing flaws in the computation plane, much like runtime self-tests that execute during idle time. For example, a functional unit such as a multiplier may have a design flaw that causes the result of a multiply to be intermittently incorrect, potentially disrupting asymmetric encryption [33] . Passive monitoring can be used to implement these runtime checks on the correctness of the computation plane. For example, the DIVA architecture uses a small hardware unit that checks the correctness of a much larger, more complex out-of-order processor. [3] . Other runtime checks include program analysis requiring full system data [34, 5, 4] , which can benefit from the high bandwidth between the two planes provided by posts. The ability to monitor the processor's internal structure means that, potentially, the entire state space can be captured, and given values can be captured redundantly, e.g., at different points in a circuit, allowing for additional error checking. Passive monitoring could also be used to periodically compute a checksum on the architectural state of the computation plane to detect deviations from known good checksum values [17] . A crypto core in the control plane can compute cryptographic hash values to be used as validation checksums.
Runtime Security Auditing
In addition to runtime checks for correctness and performance optimization, control plane applications based on passive monitoring can also perform runtime security checks, e.g., monitoring every instruction or every memory access in order to detect and report on policy violations for audit. Since 3-D integration provides direct access to the internal state of the processor via the posts at very high bandwidth and low latency, the runtime checks can potentially be carried out more efficiently than using coprocessors [21] , virtual machines [14] , or binary instrumentation [38] .
Design Example: Returning to our earlier design example, in the context of passively monitoring the computation plane, we modify our design example slightly: here we are just monitoring the traffic across the bus in the computation plane, e.g., for the purposes of auditing or performance profiling. In this scenario, tapping circuits are used.
RELATED WORK
This paper builds on the work of Valamehr et al., focusing specifically on the fundamental question of whether a 3-D control plane can provide useful secure services when joined with an untrustworthy computation plane, taking into account the requirements of self-protection and dependency layering. Valamehr et al. present the details of the circuitlevel modifications that allow the two planes to function correctly when joined, while permitting the computation plane to work properly in the absence of the control plane [42] .
While 3-D integration is an emerging technology, several successful designs have been built. Toshiba has mass-produced a Chip Scale Camera Module (CSCM), an image sensor for mobile handsets [44] . An implantable stacked retinal prosthesis chip is a medical application of 3-D integration [22] . Like the human retina, which has separate layers of cells each with its specific function, the stacked retinal chip contains a photodetector layer, a signal processing layer, and a stimulus current generator. High energy physicists have demanding requirements for the pixel sensors used in particle accelerators, for which 3-D integrated designs have been proposed [12] . Georgia Tech researchers have successfully fabricated a 3-D integrated microprocessor with stacked memory [5, 36, 31, 30] . In addition to memory, the implementation of network-on-chip (NoC) routers in a separate 3-D layer has been proposed [25] . Even 3-D Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have been proposed to reduce routing delay for reconfigurable hardware [37] . The work presented here differs from those previous efforts by focusing on security, presenting a taxonomy of 3-D applications and describing abstractions for the secure use of 3-D including active monitoring.
FUTURE WORK
In this section we describe preliminary ideas for protecting the control plane from malicious inclusions in the computation plane as well as for mitigating I/O and power dependencies.
Malicious Inclusions
In the face of compromised hardware, whether intentional or not, it cannot be ensured that a given post implements its intended semantics within a 3-D application, since the semantics of the computation plane are unclear. Detection and prevention of malicious inclusions is an unsolved research question. Detecting any, arbitrary digital modification made by a devious attacker requires a brute-force search, in general. This problem is well-known in software security and is related to undecidability, complexity, and the halting problem. An absence of malicious inclusions might be ensured through a thorough verification and validation (V&V) of the computation plane, although assurance is difficult to obtain through testing alone, since they can be triggered to occur after the V&V stage of development.
Another approach would be to detect zero day malicious inclusions through runtime monitoring in the field. This monitoring would seem to be more difficult were it to be implemented in the computation plane, where it would be subject to bypass and attack by the MIs themselves! However, if MI monitoring tools were to be located in the safe haven of the control plane, real-time monitoring for MIs might be effective, if and when we learn to recognize them. We plan to investigate recognition and monitoring techniques, e.g., using approaches discussed in Section 5.3.2, so that the control plane can protect itself from malicious inclusions in the computation plane.
Off-Chip I/O
The control plane needs to be able to communicate with the outside world to transmit and receive data. In addition, it is necessary to configure the control plane. Different control plane applications will have different off-chip I/O bandwidth and availability requirements. Some control plane applications will not require any I/O. An example of such an application is a static reference monitor or a mechanism that partitions the cache to prevent side channels [42] . While some 3-D applications just require configuration settings during the boot phase of the processor (e.g., loading an executable for a CPU), other 3-D applications require a great deal of off-chip I/O (e.g., real-time program profiling).
Dependency Paradigms
Several structural paradigms are available for implementing off-chip I/O in 3-D chips: (1) Independent I/O for each plane is ideal from a security standpoint but could be costly. (2) The computation plane depends on the control plane. If the control plane is fabricated using a different process than the computation plane (e.g., .5um vs. 45nm), I/O performance may suffer when the dies are joined. (3) The control plane depends on the computation plane. This is the least desirable choice. In addition, various technical solutions may be available in the future for providing independent I/O to the control plane.
Wireless
Wireless options for providing independent I/O to the control plane include capacitive/inductive coupling, short-range RF, short-range optical, and EEPROM. Capacitive and inductive couplings are used to test wafers wirelessly [24] . While inductive coupling permits communication over longer distance, this comes at the cost of area resources and power consumption. Capacitive coupling, on the other hand, is less costly but works over shorter distances. Capacitive coupling can be used to transfer digital data between two dies with high bandwidth and energy efficiency [7] . This scheme will also require modification to the motherboard. Short-range RF can also be used to transmit information between a die and the motherboard. Sony has developed a short-range link based on millimeter-wave wireless technology capable of 11 gigabits per second at 56 GHz over 14 mm (50 mm with a secondary antenna) [6, 23] , which is both compact and energy efficient. Wireless interconnect offers simpler packaging and greater reliability, and its short wavelength is amenable to silicon miniaturization. In addition to requiring modification to the motherboard, this scheme also requires power for transmitting data.
The control plane can house a silicon laser for transmitting data to a component on the motherboard through free space or a fiber optic link [26] . LEDs can also be used as a light source (emitter) [32, 43, 19] and even as a receiver (detector) [13] for bidirectional communication (although duplex communication requires both a transmitter and a receiver). It might not be necessary to encrypt the light beam if physical control over the system is maintained (i.e., if the threat model does not include physical probing). Implementing this scheme will require significant changes to the package and motherboard.
While not truly wireless, an EEPROM chip can be used to program the control plane. The chip is inserted into a socket located on the package of the 3-D chip, and wires connect the socket to the control plane. In the simplest scenario, the EEPROM contains instructions, which are loaded onto the control plane and executed by a CPU. In a more complicated scenario, a general-purpose, secure bootstrapping mechanism orchestrates initialization of EEPROM, CPU, and memory.
Wired
Wired options for providing independent I/O to the control plane include JTAG interface, serial cable, dedicated pins, TDMA over HyperTransport, and dedicated memory ranges. IEEE Standard 1149.1, Standard Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan Architecture, also known as Joint Test Action Group (JTAG), is used for testing circuits [2] . We assume that a similar physical interface can be provided to the control plane, e.g., for initialization. Alternatively, a serial cable can connect the chip to a port on the motherboard or directly to an output port of the machine (e.g., USB). Another option is to dedicate a set of pins to the control plane. If the pin field is saturated, any additional pins dedicated to one plane must be taken away from the other.
To avoid the material and engineering cost of adding extra pins or dedicating some pins for the control plane, one option is to share the pins between the two planes using a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocol. In this scenario, the computation plane has an I/O controller that uses all of the pins in the absence of the control plane. When the control plane is attached, however, an I/O controller in the control plane overrides the I/O controller in the computation plane. This I/O controller forces the pins to be shared between the two planes such that each plane uses the pins during its assigned time slice. This also potentially reduces modification to the motherboard, since the modified chip operates within the existing communication protocol (e.g., HyperTransport). Modification to other users of the pins would be required to demultiplex the signal.
A similar approach involves tapping the connection between the on-chip components and the pin array used for off-chip memory, and dedicating a range of memory for the exclusive use of the control plane using diversion and injection of the computation plane I/O signals. A hardware reference monitor in the control plane ensures that any attempt by the computation plane to access the range of memory dedicated to the control plane is denied.
Power
Similar to off-chip I/O, the control plane needs an independent source of power to avoid denial of service attacks from the computation plane. Just as the circuit-level primitives can disable, tap, re-route, insert, and override computation signals, these same primitives can also be used for power (e.g., to reroute power from the computation plane to the control plane). Near-field wireless power transmission technology can also be used to transmit power to the control plane. In addition, in the future, advanced packaging techniques may be able to provide independent power to the control plane.
CONCLUSION
3-D integration is a promising technology for the development of trustworthy systems. In this paper, we have described several classes of applications for the control plane. We have also described the ways in which the control plane depends on the computation plane, and we have described the conditions necessary for implementing 3-D applications that can behave securely despite the untrustworthy nature of the computation plane, or that can improve the security of the computation plane. The independence of a control plane from interference by the computation plane through active corruption of the processing or passively, via withholding of services, is a primary requirement for trustworthy behavior of the control plane.
The detection and protection from malicious inclusions on the computation plane is a complex problem that is not within the scope of this research. To be clear, we believe it is not yet possible to add a layer of hardware to a computation plane that is riddled with malicious inclusions-effectively bearing an unknown degree of resemblance to its designin the hopes that the composition of the two layers will be highly trustworthy. Nevertheless, provided that the requirements of self protection and dependency layering are met for the control plane, it is possible to offer an alternate service to the computation plane, to actively override the computation plane for enforcement of policies, and to passively monitor the computation plane with high integrity. We describe potential future work regarding malicious inclusions and independent I/O. Additionally we anticipate that 3-D may prove to be a useful approach to provide fault-tolerant chips for critical systems.
